
	 	 	 	   God is Good Gamez Volunteer Agreement:


As a God is Good Gamez (GIGG) Volunteer I agree to the following statements 
and understand that some statements are about motivation and desire and 
others are about actions:


	 “I desire to keep practicing personally the process of asking for and receiving 
God’s intimate love and forgiveness for myself in every area of my life.”


	 “I desire to keep learning how to lead by example GIGG participants in getting the most out of their 
GIGG experience by tracking my points using the EZ points tracker on the GIGG website.”


	 “Before any GIGG gathering that I volunteer at I will seek to take 10 minutes to be alone with God 
and invite Him to help me to give Grace to all gathering participants, to be Patient with all gathering 
participants and to be Consistent to follow all instructions from the FGO.” 


	 “I agree that the desire of my heart is personally ‘following Jesus’ and growing in my relationship 	 	
with Him so my behavior less and less resembles Romans Chapter 1:18-32 and more and more resembles 
the fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5:22-26.”


	 “I understand and agree, based on the holistic interpretation of scripture that GIGG is not 
demeaning me in any way by requesting that my above mentioned desire to follow Jesus be consistent 
with my public, legal marriage choices.” 


	 “I understand and agree that claiming to wholeheartedly follow Jesus with my life while publicly, 
legally entering into 	or maintaining any union which is by definition and common understanding not 
consistent with the behaviors and attitudes warned against in Romans 1:18-32 is not preferred or logical.” 


	 “I understand and agree that GIGG’s decision to not associate with me as a volunteer or ending of 
the association as a volunteer is based solely on a difference of interpretation and definition of logical 
congruence and not based on any discrimination or ‘hate’ of me or my rights to make personal choices.” 


	 “I understand and agree that there is a large difference between participating in GIGG, which is open 
to all people; all beliefs; all personal choices and associating with GIGG as a volunteer.”  Example:  It is 
polite to smile and treat everyone on the street you meet with respect, but to associate in a business 
partnership a person is not hateful if they require certain similar philosophies to be present in order for both 
parties to go forward in business.”	 


	 “I understand and agree that if I perceive any unequal respect for my intrinsic value based solely on 
my personal choices from anyone associated with GIGG I will deal only privately with GIGG ownership via 
email or phone to resolve these feelings.”  


	 “I understand and agree that, even though I am not an employee of GIGG, the “at will” standard that 
applies to employer/employee associations does apply to the association between myself and GIGG.  
Simply put, for any reason either party can end the association and agrees to not seek legal compensation 
for loss.”	 


	 “I understand and agree that it is possible for GIGG to say “no” to me being a volunteer for various 
reasons, but that “no” is not based on race, sex, gender or sexual orientation.”  


	 “I have read the FGO Handbook and watched the video “How to run a GIGG gathering” so I can 	 	
know how I can assist the FGO at the gathering I volunteer at.”




	 “I understand and agree to refrain from public ‘disagreements’ with any FGO or other volunteers 
during the GIGG gathering.  Instead, I will offer feedback and have ‘debriefing’ sessions with FGO and 
volunteers (See Rule of four) after a gathering.”


	 “I have completed a background check and made 3 copies.  One for my records; One for FGO 	 	
records and one for GIGG records.” (Email to dblcookies@gmail.com)   


	 “I have read and understand the GIGG “Code of conduct” and “Rule of Four” and desire to, with 	 	
God’s help, remain aware of the guidelines and guard against the temptation to “lower my standards.”  


	 “I understand and agree that GIGG is not required to guarantee I will follow the Code of Conduct and 
Rule of Four and is not responsible for any actions I take at any time.”


	 “I understand and agree that my violations of any “zero tolerance” behaviors listed in Code of 
Conduct will 	result in my immediate removal from the GIGG volunteer association.”


	 “I understand and agree that my confirmed double ‘violation’ of any “two strikes” behaviors listed in 
Code of Conduct or Rule of Four will result in my suspension of my association with GIGG as a volunteer 
for 3 weeks at GIGG gatherings.”


	 “I understand and agree that, if I choose to retry volunteering after suspension (3 weeks) and again 
commit a single “two strike” behavior I will never again be able to associate as a volunteer with GIGG at a 
gathering.”


	 “I understand and agree that ending my association with GIGG as a volunteer is the only action that 
GIGG will take in response to a documented ‘zero tolerance’ action or a repeat of a ‘two strike’ action, I can 
still track personal points via website.”


	 “I understand and agree that all GIGG ownership, FGO, volunteers and participants will report any 
illegal 	activity that I do if they become aware of it to the proper authorities.”	 


	 “I acknowledge that I am over age 15 and all information I am giving is accurate to the best of my 	 	
	 knowledge.”	 


	 Name:_________________________________	 	 	 	 Date of Birth:___________


	 Address:_______________________________	 	 Email______________________________


	 	    _______________________________	 	 Phone:   ___________________________


(See website for “Code of Conduct” and “Rule of Four”:  Submit copy of background checks via email.)
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